THE TECH
Friday, November 15, 1928

THE TECH Ready For Battle With Lowly 'unicities'

Practice Struggle will be Held Tomorrow at 8 P.M. On Tech Field

As the time draws near for the annual TECH-quot;unicity" struggle, there is a feeling among the lowly yearbook forces. As the yearbook forces are among the few, the spirit, as it were, is more than the sum necessary to the actual picture that lights on the newspaper.

But the Homecoming matron ice will be just as if there was no plan of playing with any opponent. The yearbook forces have been planning their line up for a long time and are going to meet the situation with an answer in the way of a fine football team. Despite the admitted difference in forces, the spirit of the lowly yearbook forces is a fine one and they are counting on a victory.
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